
Piet MONDRIAN Lesson Plan

MAKE YOUR OWN MONDRIAN

Supplies Needed:

Construction Paper: Black, White, Red, Yellow, Blue
Glue Stick
Scissors
Ruler 
Pencil

Gather your materials. You will use a full sheet of black and less than one 
sheet each of the other colors.

It will be the background 
of your artwork and will form the black lines between colors. 

Cut various sized rectangles, strips, and squares of white, red, yellow, and blue.  
You can use the pencil and ruler to draw rectangles if children do not want to 
cut them free form.

Lay your colors onto your black paper. If necessary, cut the rectangles so they 
fit onto the paper. Play with the rectangles until you like the look of your 
artwork.  REMEMBER to leave black space between the rectangles

To complete your artwork, use your glue stick to attach the rectangles to the 
black paper.

Do not cut your sheet of black construction paper.



MONDRIAN Q&A Game: (correct answer in blue)

1. The style that Mondrian painted in is called
A) abstract
B) impressionist
C) pop

2. Abstract means
A) you can’t recognize anything in the painting
B) there is no color in the painting
C) there are no shapes in the painting

3. Mondrian grew up in
A) Chicago
B) The Netherlands
C) The United States of America

4. The three primary colors are
A) black, white and grey
B) purple, pink and tan
C) red, yellow and blue

5. Mondrian liked to listen to
A) jazz music
B) disco music
C) rock music

6. Mondrian was an artist and
A) a gymnast
B) a skater
C) a writer

7. Mondrian
A) was one of the greatest artists of his time
B) paintings can be seen at the Chicago Art Institute
C) continues to inspire artists and people today
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